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ABSTRACT
A key challenge of procedural content generation (PCG) is
to evoke a certain player experience (PX), when we have no
direct control over the content which gives rise to that experi-
ence. We argue that neither the rigorous methods to assess PX
in HCI, nor specialised methods in PCG are sufficient, because
they rely on a human in the loop. We propose to address this
shortcoming by means of computational models of intrinsic
motivation and AI game-playing agents. We hypothesise that
our approach could be used to automatically predict PX across
games and content types without relying on a human player or
designer. We conduct an exploratory study in level generation
based on empowerment, a specific model of intrinsic motiva-
tion. Based on a thematic analysis, we find that empowerment
can be used to create levels with qualitatively different PX. We
relate the identified experiences to established theories of PX
in HCI and game design, and discuss next steps.
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INTRODUCTION
Procedural content generation (PCG) holds great advantages
for modern video games: By algorithmically creating levels,
as in Spelunky [57, 58], or other elements such as characters
and music, game developers can satisfy the players’ demand
for richer and more detailed content, while keeping produc-
tion costs and time manageable [52]. Adding new content
like quests or weapons procedurally allows designers to create
open-ended games, and increase their replay value [49]. More-
over, PCG can be used to adapt content to individual players
[45], and has been proposed as a game mechanic in itself [9].
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PCG algorithms require formal guidelines about the desired
content characteristics. A procedurally generated level should
without doubt be playable, i.e. there must be a way for the
player to succeed or fail, or to experience the whole content
instance and not just a small part of it. Content should also
be novel and typical (cf. [38]): a generated quest for instance
should be different from existing quests, but still fit the game
under consideration. However, nobody would care about a
level, character or as a consequence even the overall game, if
the content in question did not lead to a desired experience.
Player experience (PX) substantially determines the value
of a content instance, and consequently its acceptance and
replayability (cf. [46]). The key challenge for PCG arising
from this is to evoke a certain PX, when we have no direct
control over the content which gives rise to that experience.
We argue that established methods in human computer interac-
tion (HCI) and PCG do not address the challenge of predicting
PX in PCG sufficiently. HCI’s methods rely on human players
and thus come with strong time and cost constraints. Dedi-
cated PCG approaches either still involve human players for
machine-learning predictive models of PX, or require design-
ers to hand-craft such models based on explicit knowledge of
the game’s semantics. Any present approach relies on people,
and is unlikely to scale when new elements are introduced to
the game which might invoke new, unanticipated experiences.
The challenge of assessing PX in PCG is thus somewhat para-
doxical: can we evaluate PX independently of the players
themselves, and of designers’ knowledge as proxies to PX?
Furthermore, can we specify a predictive model of PX which
works across games without constant human involvement?
In this paper, we propose such a general, automatic approach
to assess PX based on computational models of intrinsic mo-
tivation, and evaluate it qualitatively. More specifically, we
suggest to predict PX from intrinsic motivation quantities cal-
culated on game state samples from AI players. Our approach
is independent of players and of designers’ knowledge about
the meaning of game tokens, and could thus work across dif-
ferent games and content facets. We support our proposal with
an exploratory study based on empowerment [27], one specific
model of intrinsic motivation. We conduct a thematic analysis
of player think-alouds while playing procedurally generated
levels of an (in)finite runner game. Formally, empowerment
quantifies an agent’s potential and perceivable influence on
their environment in a given state. We find that using empow-
erment in our generic procedure allows the creation of levels
that elicit qualitatively different PX. We relate our results to
theories of PX in game design and HCI, and outline the next
steps towards a full, quantitative proof-of-concept.
THE CHALLENGE OF ASSESSING PX IN PCG
PX describes the personal, transient and dynamic qualities an
individual player experiences from interacting with a game
[54]. Amongst these manifold experiences are competence,
autonomy, control, immersion, presence, flow, engagement,
relatedness, challenge, tension, curiosity, and affect.
HCI and PCG assess PX for different reasons, and HCI’s
instruments are not applicable to PCG straight away. In HCI,
PX is evaluated e.g. to give directions at key points of game
development, or to infer more general insights about how
people interact with games. Crucially, PX is usually assessed
on very few conditions, and after the player has experienced
them. Denisova and Cairns [14] for instance bias participants
with two explanations about a game’s AI for the same game,
and measure the effect of these conditions on their immersion.
HCI researchers rely on rich subjective [5, 8, 54] feedback and
objective data [30] from players to make detailed and reliable
judgements. However, the speed of evaluation is limited by
the participants’ game-playing and information processing
capacity. In addition, certain devices might be expensive to
use, and participants want to be paid, thus imposing costs.
The goals and requirements in PCG are typically very different.
HCI’s instruments could still be applied when PCG is used as
a tool during development (cf. [12]), and generated content is
carefully curated by designers for the final game. However, the
full power of PCG, especially for replayability, can only be un-
leashed when PCG is used in the shipped game, either offline
before-, or online during play. In this scenario, usually many
content instances must be assessed before they are experienced
by a player. Each instance can be considered one experimental
condition resulting from e.g. different parameter combinations
in the generator. Speed is of prime importance, and HCI’s
traditional subjective and objective approaches do not scale.
Acquiring explicit feedback from the player is rarely an option,
as it is either too obtrusive, e.g. when using questionnaires, or
too imprecise, e.g. when asking for binary preference ratings.
These shortcomings impose a bottleneck on PCG development:
to guarantee a particular PX, designers are forced to keep their
generators within tight constraints. In Spelunky, some experi-
ential control is retained by predefining experiential chunks
[46] during development, i.e. rooms that can be individually
experienced by the player. These rooms are then procedurally
arranged in a grid during runtime (cf. [58]). In other cases,
generators are kept simple by relying on small grammars or
noise-based algorithms [49]. These constraints make the ex-
plicit [12] prediction of player experience obsolete, but they
considerably limit the expressive range [47] of generators, and
thereby the actual benefits of PCG in practice.
Researchers in PCG aim to realise the benefits of less con-
strained and more complex generative approaches by using
predictive models of PX that only require minimal human
involvement. Yannakakis and Togelius [56] survey related
work in their experience-driven PCG framework. A predic-
tive model is essentially a mapping from game content to
experiential qualities. We demonstrate the breadth and short-
comings of existing approaches by distinguishing two extreme
means to establish this mapping. They belong to the classes
of model-based and theory-driven approaches, respectively.
Recent model-based approaches reduce the dependency on
players drastically by using player feedback only once for the
training of a machine-learning model [49], which can then be
applied over and over. Guzdial, Sturtevant and Li [19], for
instance, create a predictive model of player enjoyment, diffi-
culty and visual aesthetics for Infinite Mario Bros. [35] levels,
a clone of Super Mario Bros. [31]. They use a convolutional
neural network and player feedback to automatically extract
content features that correlate with the targeted experiences.
Some theory-driven approaches are entirely independent of the
player, but rely on designers instead: guided by their intuition
and/or some qualitative theory, the designers must manually
establish a functional mapping between content or gameplay
features and experiential qualities [12]. While Yannakakis and
Togelius [56] only consider approaches based on static game
content, we explicitly include simulation-based approaches
[52] in this category, where gameplay features are extracted
from the simulation of human play with AI agents. Togelius,
De Nardi and Lucas [51] predict a player’s enjoyment of racing
game tracks based on AI player’s learning progress, perfor-
mance variation and difference in driving speed. Sorenson,
Pasquier and Di Paola [48] determine challenge in platformer
levels similar to Super Mario Bros. [31] based on static level
features such as gap size, the player’s maximum jump length
and the presence of enemies. Recently, Khalifa et al. [24] go
one step further and present a more general model of player
enjoyment for any game level encoded in the Video-Game
Description Language [44]. Their model is based on both
static level features like the presence of harmful sprites and
gameplay features including the score difference of AI players.
Current approaches to predict PX in PCG thus still involve
human players or designers at some point. We argue that this
dependency renders them inflexible and imprecise: they are
likely to fail as soon as new game elements are introduced or
present elements are changed. This is commonplace during
development, e.g. to balance a game. Adding the Berserker
power-up to a battle scene inDoom [22] for instance is likely to
change the player’s experience drastically, but this correlation
would not be reflected in a previously trained model. With
present model-based approaches, we would have to acquire
new feedback from players each time the game is changed.
The theory-driven approach in contrast is constrained by the
designers’ anticipation skills. PX strongly depends on the
interaction of game elements, and identifying all possible
interactions and every possible situation can be very complex.
We expect designers to not anticipate a substantial part of these
interactions, making their hand-crafted models imprecise. The
same inflexibility applies when manually crafting gameplay
metrics to gather human player feedback implicitly [12].
PX can be assessed based on algorithmic prediction mecha-
nisms, or by gathering explicit and/or implicit designer and
player feedback. In this section, we have shown exhaustively
(cf. [12]) that there is no means to assess PX in PCG in a
sufficiently precise and unobtrusive way without constraining
the power of the content generator. In summary, the identified
challenge of assessing PX in PCG is twofold: we have to
assess PX independently of human players, while not relying
on designers’ knowledge about a game’s semantics.
PREDICTING PX WITH INTRINSIC MOTIVATION MODELS
We propose to compensate for human feedback in the predic-
tion of PX with computational models of intrinsic motivation.
Being intrinsically motivated means to engage in “an activity
for its inherent satisfactions rather than for some separable
consequence” [39]. We could easily be mislead to consider
games as intrinsically motivating because players act on game-
internal goals, in contrast to external rewards such as a prize in
an e-sports competition. However, this does not go far enough,
as acting on such game-internal goals is not necessarily inher-
ently satisfying and can still be considered a separate conse-
quence from the player’s perspective. We can most clearly
observe intrinsic motivation in games without apparent goals,
or when goal pressure is particularly low. In Skyrim [21] for
instance, there is no time pressure to complete goals in terms
of quests in the main storyline. Despite this, players do not
become passive but explore the world and the skill-crafting
system. The goals which determine this behaviour are then
shaped within the players. The reason why most games are
considered intrinsically motivating even in the presence of
strong goal pressure is that these goals are designed to align
with the players’ intrinsic motivations: it is more common e.g.
to find quests about exploring the world and gaining power
than quest that would require one to stay in a boring place and
do nothing. This concept of intrinsic motivation is what Pavlas
et al. refer to as autotelic experience [33], and constitutes an
important factor in many other theories of PX [40, 13, 1].
Given the concept’s omnipresence in PX theories, we consider
the use of computational models of intrinsic motivation a nat-
ural fit to predict PX. We adopt a strict, formal definition of
intrinsic motivation put forward by Oudeyer and Kaplan [32].
Here, a motivation as basis for an agent’s actions only depend
on the “collation or comparison of information from different
stimuli [. . . ] independently of their semantics” [32]. Goals
must therefore not only be generated from within the agent,
but must also not refer to anything outside. We thus only need
to know about a player’s interaction with the game, but not
about the meaning of game tokens. How game tokens affect
our motivational values depends on the specific computational
model under consideration. The independence of sensor se-
mantics allows us to apply a model across different games and
content types. In contrast to existing work, we use an AI agent
to reproduce human play, and do not depend on actual players.
Shaker [45] has recently also proposed to embrace models of
intrinsic motivation in PCG, but her focus is fundamentally
different. She suggests reinforcement learning as an approach
to content generation, and intrinsic motivations as reward
signals to support the generation of novel and diverse content.
While her generative system is driven by intrinsic rewards,
she proposes to estimate PX based on the traditional methods
outlined earlier, and relies on player feedback.
We describe our approach here informally and as it was em-
ployed in our later study. It comprises three consecutive steps.
1. Recording state samples
Our primary concern is to determine players’ typical experi-
ence of a game. As basis for our prediction, we consequently
have to record a state sample that closely resembles the typical
states that players would pass through in our game. While only
few will discover all the secrets in Doom [22], every player
will engage in the major battles. At the same time, we have to
identify inaccessible states: while the game parameters could
realise many potential states, a player only perceives a small
subset. We cannot determine these typical and accessible
states from the static game content, but have to use playouts.
PCG’s time constraints enforce a simulation-based approach
[52], i.e. we sample from the play of AI controllers.
2. Calculating intrinsic motivation quantities
We do not use models of intrinsic motivation to steer behaviour,
but leverage the quantities underlying decision-making as pre-
dictors of human PX. To calculate these quantities efficiently,
we condense the information in our sample to what is required
by the model used. For our study, we only need to retain
the visited states, but not their order. We then calculate our
motivational quantity on every state in the sample.
3. Aggregating quantities into experience prediction
We finally aggregate the previously calculated, raw motiva-
tional quantities into a scalar experience prediction, which
could eventually inform the experimenter or be used e.g. in
the objective function of a content generator. We normalise
the quantities across different content instances to allow for
comparison. We aggregate all values of a playout in the mean.
A more detailed but generic description of our approach must
take the specific requirements of other models of intrinsic
motivation into account, and is yet to come. We believe that
different models can be used to predict the effect of different
types of content on PX. A model of curiosity, for instance,
could be employed on decorative content [46] such as sound
and visuals. For our exploratory study, we use a specific model
of intrinsic motivation, empowerment, to predict the effect of
functional content [46] in the form of level structure on PX.
EMPOWERMENT
Empowerment [27] is an information-theoretic quantity, de-
fined over the relationship between the actuators and sensors
of an artificial agent. Informally, empowerment measures the
influence of an agent’s actions on its environment (control-
lability), and the extent to which the agent can perceive this
influence afterwards (observability). In short, it quantifies an
agent’s potential, perceivable influence on the world.
We have chosen empowerment for several reasons: It has al-
ready been briefly investigated in HCI to quantify the impact
of uncertainty in manual control [53]. Interfaces with reduced
empowerment were correlated with feelings of frustration, pro-
viding us with a preliminary connection between the formal
model and user experience. Crucially, empowerment max-
imisation has been hypothesised as proxy for behaviour in
Rt+1 Rt+2 Rt+3 Rt+4
At St+1 At+1 St+2 At+2 St+3 At+3 St+4
Figure 1: Causal Bayesian network of the perception-action loop of a memoryless agent unrolled in time, with the agent’s sensors
S, actuators A and the rest of the world R. The blue, dashed line represents the anticipation of follow-up states from t→ t+1.
The red, dotted lines represent 3-step empowerment at time t+1.
animals and humans [27, 37, 17]. Some argue that “under-
standing games is approaching a phase where it is close to
understanding the psychology of individual life experiences in
general” [50], and we believe that empowerment could relate
to such experiences. Empowerment maximisation has already
been used to drive the behaviour of general game-playing
agents [3] and non-player characters [18]. The agents success-
fully identified latent game features, leading to meaningful
behaviour in the absence of explicit goals [3]. This leads us
to believe that empowerment might also influence how people
play and consequently experience games.
At the centre of the empowerment definition is the interpre-
tation of an agent’s embodiment as an information-theoretic
communication channel. For any arbitrary separation between
an agent and a world R we can define the sensors S and actua-
tors A as random variables whose states allow for the in- and
outflow of information to the agent, respectively. This interac-
tion with the world is usually described as a perception-action
loop, which can be analysed by means of a causal Bayesian
network as in Figure 1. Here, arrows imply causation between
random variables: the agent’s actions A only depend on its
sensor input S, which in turn is determined by the rest of the
system R. The latter is affected by the preceding system state
and the agent’s actions. Games can be understood as similar
feedback systems [41], where R corresponds to the partially
observable game state that the player influences and perceives
with their available actions A and their senses S, respectively.
The causal probability distribution p(St+1|St ,At) represents
the (potentially noisy) communication channel between a sen-
sor state and actions at time t, and the future sensor states at
t+1. In a game, this distribution is reflected in the player’s
forward model. Empowerment Est in a given state St = st is
defined as the channel capacity, i.e. the maximum potential
flow of information that could possibly be induced into the
future sensor state by a suitable choice of actions. More gener-
ally, we consider a sequence of actions Ant = (At , . . . ,At+n−1)
corresponding to a lookahead of n. With n-step empowerment
we can then quantify the amount of information an agent can
potentially inject into its sensor n steps in the future:
Enst =maxp(ant )
I(St+n;Ant = (At , . . . ,At+n−1)|St = st) (1)
The term being maximised represents the mutual information
between the actuator and future sensor states, given the current
(a) n=1 (b) n=3
Figure 2: n-step empowerment of an agent at different posi-
tions in a gridworld, surrounded by walls. The agent can move
north, east, south, west and idle, but it cannot go beyond the
boundaries. The agent’s sensor captures its position. Darker
values indicate lower empowerment.
sensor state st . Cover and Thomas [10] treat the information-
theoretic notions in depth. For simplicity, we have defined
empowerment for discrete interactions in time and space, but
continuous implementations exist (cf. [43] for a survey).
The red, dotted line ( ) in Figure 1 represents an agent’s 3-
step empowerment at t+1. Figure 2 illustrates empowerment
and the difference between lookaheads in a simple gridworld
surrounded by walls. The agent can sense its absolute position.
It can idle or move north, east, south, and west, but it cannot
cross the worlds’ boundaries. There is no uncertainty about
the consequences of actions. In this deterministic scenario,
empowerment is proportional to the number of distinct states
an agent can reach within the next n steps. For n = 1, it is
very distinguished and low at the edges and in the corners,
reflecting the impact the walls have on the agent’s mobility.
The larger lookahead (n= 3) produces a smooth reachability
gradient. Empowerment is highest in the middle where the
agent can access the most states in the specified time frame.
Empowerment has been hypothesised as driving principle in
decision-making [27, 37, 17], i.e. animals and humans might
choose their actions depending on the expected empowerment
of the future situations that these actions might lead to. In
our exploratory study, we want to quantify empowerment
on game states, and consequently look at the player’s state-
expected empowerment. For the calculation of state-expected
empowerment, we consider the action-expected empowerment
for all available actions in the current state st , weighted by the
probability that the player is going to choose these actions:
Figure 3: The RoboRunner testbed: a deterministic, one-button (in)finite runner game.
E[En]st =∑
at
p(at |st) ∑
st+1
p(st+1|st ,at) Enst+1 (2)
This definition accounts for the possibility of noise in the
agent’s local dynamics, i.e. the player’s forward model: a
player might not be sure about the consequences of their ac-
tions, or the action outcomes might objectively be uncertain.
Figure 1 shows the two stages in the calculation of 3-step
state-expected empowerment at time t: the agent first antic-
ipates which states its actions might yield at t+ 1 ( ), and
then calculates 3-step empowerment for each state ( ).
Empowerment comes with several important properties. It
is local, i.e. the agent’s knowledge of the local dynam-
ics p(St+1|St ,At) is sufficient to calculate the quantity.
Its information-theoretic formulation makes empowerment
domain-independent and universal, i.e., it can be applied to
every possible agent-world interaction. Finally, empowerment
is task-independent, i.e., it is not evaluated in regard to a spe-
cific external goal or reward, but determined by the agent’s
embodiment in the world. Empowerment can thus be calcu-
lated for any interaction of a player with a game, independent
of the meaning of game states. Furthermore, we do not need
to know about the game’s complete mechanics or parameters,
but only about how the player’s actions affect what they can
perceive. Existing studies demonstrate that empowerment is
not restricted to single-player games [16, 18], and can deal
with uncertainty and dynamic game worlds [42].
EXPLORATORY STUDY
Our overall goal is to predict PX with computational models of
intrinsic motivation. This study represents the first step towards
a proof-of-concept based on empowerment as one particular
model used with our generic approach. While empowerment
formally translates to an agent’s potential and perceivable in-
fluence over the environment, we cannot assume the same
experience for a human player. In order to conduct a quantita-
tive study based on established, reliable HCI instruments for a
full proof-of-concept, we first have to explore the aspects of
PX to which empowerment potentially pertains.
Method
We approach this study as an instance of an experiential vi-
gnette [20] where the goal is to manipulate explicitly the re-
sponse of players by providing them different games to play,
but the data is analysed qualitatively in order to explore the
concepts in play around the manipulation. For this reason,
only modest numbers of participants are required. Different
conditions here are given by different level instances of an
(in)finite runner game. Our hypothesis is that levels with low
mean state-expected empowerment evoke qualitatively differ-
ent experiences than levels with high values. We conduct a
thematic analysis [6] on player think-alouds to find out which
experiences the different conditions give rise to. We decided
against a more quantifiable approach such as content analysis,
as the goal was not to see how often people engaged in a set of
previously known experiences, but to explore the range of yet
unknown experiences that people have in response to our ma-
nipulation. Given ambiguity and noise in the think-aloud data,
we only coarsely state the frequency of specific experiences.
We have evaluated two conditions, given by levels with low-
and high mean state-expected empowerment. We refer to
these conditions by low and high. We have chosen a mixed
experimental design, in which the two conditions are evaluated
within subjects, while two instantiations of the same condition
are considered between subjects. The levels were procedu-
rally generated, and, due to stochasticity in the generator, can
vary locally despite having the same mean state-expected em-
powerment. The goal of our mixed design was to balance
effects of these within-condition differences on PX. Each par-
ticipant first had to complete one of two tutorial levels with
medium state-expected empowerment to familiarise with the
game. We thus evaluated 8 level combinations (2 instances ×
2 conditions × 2 tutorials), presented in balanced order.
Testbed: RoboRunner
Participants were asked to play different levels of RoboRun-
ner (Figure 3), a simple game from the infinite runner genre
specifically developed for this study. The goal is to drive a
yellow robot from the left to the right of a space station. In
order to reach the end of the level, the robot has to jump across
chasms. The game has one implicit and one explicit action:
the robot will drive to the right automatically with constant
speed, while the player can invoke jumps only when the robot
is on the floor. While RoboRunner has all characteristics of
an infinite runner, our levels are in fact finite to ensure that all
participants experience the same content.
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(a) Condition: low mean state-expected empowerment (E[E]1st = 0.65)
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(b) Tutorial: medium mean state-expected empowerment (E[E]1st = 0.75)
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(c) Condition: high mean state-expected empowerment (E[E]1st = 0.85)
Figure 4: Left third of three levels used in the study, with different mean 1-step state-expected empowerment. Striked-through
modules represent irrelevant states. The AI play trajectory is shown above. Each level starts and ends with a 5-module safety zone.
We have chosen this particular testbed for several reasons.
Infinite runners are, despite their simplicity, very popular. Our
participants have likely seen or played similar games before,
and we have assumed that they can thus familiarise with our
testbed more easily. Due to its linear nature, RoboRunner
allows us to determine the relevant states the player is going
to pass through with little ambiguity: while the player can
jump at different positions, there are no alternative routes to
reach the end of the level. The simple controls and linearity
also eased the task to create an AI controller which resembles
human play. The game appears continuous in time and space
to the player, but it is composed of modular blocks and can
consequently be treated as discrete in space to simplify our
analysis. RoboRunner is deterministic, i.e. only the player
causes changes to the game state. Each state is thus fully
characterised by the player’s position, and we can visualise
the whole state space at once. Furthermore, the game’s low
complexity allows us to develop a level generator without
biases prior to the evaluation with an objective function.
Participants
The study was completed by eight participants (5 male, 3
female). Six were aged between 25-34, and two belonged to
age groups 18-24 and 35-44, respectively. They were all native
speakers, and most were recruited from our local MSc and
PhD games programmes. We can thus presume a good video
game playing experience, supported by a reported average
of 16.25 hours of video game playing per month (sd = 5.29).
Their experience is critical, as making progress in our levels
is essential for rich and representative responses in the think-
aloud. The participants were incentivised with chocolates.
Materials
We have generated and selected our levels in a two-stage pro-
cess. We first procedurally generated level candidates over the
whole range of possible instances with a genetic algorithm, to
avoid any design bias from the authors. We employed a simple
AI player to determine if a level is generally playable, and to
find all accessible states that a human player could possibly
experience. To increase the human-likeness, the controller
realises a reaction time constraint, i.e. our AI player could
not jump from the same module in which it landed. We then
calculated the player’s state-expected empowerment (Equa-
tion 2) for each state of the current genotype, except for the
inaccessible states. The first- and last five modules of the level
were considered unchangeable to form a “safety zone” for the
player, and were also excluded from the calculation. Together,
these states were labelled irrelevant. We then aggregated all
quantities in the mean to form our experience prediction. The
fitness of each level was determined from the distance of this
prediction to a target mean.
In a second step, we selected the stimuli for our evaluation
from the generated candidate levels. We observed that lev-
els with a mean state-expected empowerment below 0.65 had
very short platforms and large gaps, and were thus almost
unplayable. Levels with a mean state-expected empowerment
above 0.95 in contrast had almost no gaps, and did not repre-
sent typical examples of an infinite runner. We consequently
picked three values from the playable and typical range: 0.65
for our low condition, 0.85 for high, and 0.75 for our tutorial
level. We generated two instances of each condition and the
tutorial level to balance for local structural differences that
may affect PX. We ended up with eight unique level combina-
tions. Figure 4 shows the left third of an instance of each level
type with a trajectory of our AI player. Modules with brighter
hues indicate higher state-expected empowerment for an agent
in that position. Irrelevant states are crossed-through.
For an example consider the small platform at position 47 in
Figure 4a. State-expected empowerment here is lower, as only
jumping would allow the agent to get on solid ground and
perform more actions in the future. The opportunity to hit the
small platform is reflected in the higher value at position 42, as
this is where the agent would have to jump to hit the platform.
Procedure
The experiment was run individually under lab conditions.
Each participant was assigned one level combination, starting
with the tutorial and followed by the conditions in balanced
order. They were introduced to RoboRunner, and asked to play
the tutorial level to get familiar with the game and controls.
They were then prompted to play the two remaining levels
until completion, or for at most five times, while thinking
aloud. After completing both conditions, we asked them:
• Did you spot any differences between the levels?
• Did they feel different while playing?
• Which level did you enjoy more, and why?
This interview was structured to consist of only these three
questions. The entire session lasted about 25 minutes per
participant, and was recorded on audio.
Results
The thematic analysis was jointly conducted by the authors,
following the procedure by Braun and Clark [6]. We first
exhaustively transcribed the think-alouds, and familiarised
ourselves with the data. In an iterative process, we then as-
signed codes and clustered them into themes that occurred
across participants. A code dictionary was used between the
authors to ensure consistency. The targeted interview data
was analysed similarly to the think-aloud. However, because
interview data is more reflective by nature, it also gave the
opportunity to interpret some of the more immediate responses
generated by the think-aloud data. This informed the develop-
ment of the thematic analysis. Our results show how structural
differences, based on empowerment, correlate with PX. We
identified six major themes: challenge, involvement, attention
and engagement, learning and emotions.
Physical & Cognitive Challenge
The players consistently considered low as more challenging:
Ouh god it’s tricky! I see, yes! God is that ...! (1)
Figure 4 shows that low has smaller platforms and more gaps
than high. Players were sensitive to how these structural dif-
ferences affected them, allowing us to distinguish two types of
challenge: physical challenge addresses the player’s physical
limitations to interact with the game, affecting the speed and
accuracy of actions [11]. Cognitive challenge in contrast is
based on the player’s cognitive capacities, and the speed and
accuracy of problem solving [11]. In RoboRunner, the avatar’s
speed and the level layout determine how often the player
has to jump and judge distances to succeed, influencing both
physical and cognitive challenge and making them hard to
separate. An exception is given by short platforms as around
position 47 in Figure 4a: here, the player has to jump on- and
off quickly, while the immanent gap makes further reasoning
unnecessary. Participants described their struggle in terms of
reaction time:
This is tricky, because you feel like you should jump
in the middle, and I suspect when I jump on the middle
one, I won’t jump off in time.
(2)
Players experienced cognitive challenge in the levels’ demand
for spatial reasoning and planning:
My spatial reasoning, to determine whether or not I can
actually make that [jump]. So, it feels like the biggest
question it is asking me is whether my judgement of
the distance, pause, whether I should jump sooner or
later. It makes me question my ability to do that.
(3)
If you chose the wrong thing, you would be left in a
situation where you had to jump and land in a hole. So
you wouldn’t jump at the earliest opportunity.
(4)
The small platforms are those that are challenging,
because you have to bounce off them really quickly,
and measure your distance appropriately so you don’t
fall down the gaps, which I’ve now done 5 times!
(5)
Both types of challenge were increased by decision pressure:
The second one (low), it felt like [the gaps] were a lot
smaller, and less frequent, so there wasn’t so much of
a challenge of ‘I have to make this decision now’.
(6)
Involvement
Participants described the experience of being actively in-
volved or being passive, depending on the frequency with
which they had to take action to succeed in the game. Almost
all participants considered themselves as more passive in high:
The [low condition] seemed to have less of those really
short platforms, and they had longer stretches of where
you just didn’t, didn’t jump. So I kind of waited.
(7)
They however preferred low for being more involving:
Cause this one (high) has like too many ... where
you’re just not jumping. It’s got quite a loong platform.
So it’s kind of, just less interesting, than hard games.
(8)
A lack of threats did not discourage all participants from acting,
with some jumping wildly on a long stretch without gaps:
Oh, I’m trying to do a double for fun. And another! (9)
Attention and Engagement
Almost all participants talked about attention in terms of con-
centration and focus. More than half of them had to con-
centrate harder while playing low, expressed explicitly and
through interrupted speech:
Yeah, I’m having to concentrate a lot harder (pause)
than before. And I’m, and I’m, ..., och, I’m keeping
doing that. I’m keeping falling down this one.
(10)
While statements on concentration were rather unspecific, par-
ticipants reported on their focus with respect to the game
elements. They e.g. focused on jumping, while blocking out
the game’s visuals or details of the level structure:
I don’t know if the gaps were set on random or not. I
was so focussing on jumping, I wasn’t actually looking
at the sizes of them. I think maybe, pause, the spaces
changed in the game as well.
(11)
In more focussed situations, players also expressed a stronger
engagement. The majority of participants were determined to
succeed and willing to re-engage:
I’m gonna make these lives count. Now it’s personal! (12)
Some participants described their engagement as “being on a
roll”, “zoning in” and as “flow”:
[Low is] a tougher game that you get into flow quite
easily, because you’re quite focused on just jumping
over the obstacles.
(13)
Learning
Almost all participants referred to the concept of learning.
They talked about remembering mistakes and the level struc-
ture for their next attempt:
And the gaps are, the gaps are, pause, whoops! Oh no,
that was an error! (robot dropped into gap) I’m gonna
remember, I’m gonna remember the end now.
(14)
The majority of participants touched on their performance and
progress without being asked explicitly, and by relating back
to previous attempts:
I felt like it (low) was quite hard, but I feel like, even
though it is frustrating to constantly die playing a level,
I feel like I would’ve gotten there eventually.
(15)
Emotions
Our impression of engagement is supported by the players’
varied expression of emotions. Almost everyone expressed
pleasure when succeeding in the game and disappointment
when failing, but some were also angry, tense and even anx-
ious. They were particularly upset when failing at the same
position repeatedly:
So, cause I know what’s coming now, I played it
enough times, pause, I kind of, pause, bloody hell! (16)
This previous quote also expresses some tension. The feeling
of tension was usually followed by relief:
Sh! Uh oh oh oh, oh! Oh no! Ah! Deep breath,
exhaling. Puh! Release now, I’m really upset! (17)
Some participants even expressed some anxiety from antici-
pating and assessing upcoming situations in the game:
It’s this little one that gives me the heebie-jeebies. (18)
As is common in thematic analysis, the themes are intended to
stand alone as broad qualitative descriptions of the data. The
method is not designed to look more causally at links between
the themes but future work will exam the links explicitly.
DISCUSSION
Altering game levels based on empowerment does not only
yield different structural outcomes; the preceding analysis sup-
ports our hypothesis that it also evokes qualitatively different
experiences in human players. We have reported our results in-
dependently of established PX theories. We now make up for
this and address potential connections between empowerment
and PX theories both in game design and HCI. We selected the
theories based on the formal interpretation of empowerment,
and related them to the results of our exploratory study.
Empowerment & PX in Game Design
Empowerment resonates with several theories on game design.
Salen and Zimmerman describe play in the most general sense
as “free movement within a more rigid structure” ([41], p.
304). This rigid structure emerges from the interplay of game
rules and content, and is explored and exploited in play. Such
exploitation however requires the player to become aware of
the structure’s boundaries. Formally, empowerment quantifies
an artificial agent’s perceivable influence on the environment
in terms of controllability and observability, and thus allows
to trace the boundaries of an agent’s rigid world structure and
to identify latent game features [3]. To engage in play, human
players might employ a similar metric to trace the structure
imposed on them: When talking about challenge in our study,
players referred to particularly constrained areas (Quote 4, 5).
The notion of play as free movement within a rigid structure is
strongly related to a player’s control in a game. Super Mario
Bros.’s [31] creator Shigeru Miyamoto puts Tegotae, a satisfac-
tion coming from being in control, at the core of their games
design [34]. He explains “if the player jumps from a high
place, the amount of time they stay in the air needs to be just
right, or else they’ll feel disconnected from the experience”.
The player’s empowerment would be high on the ground, and
drop to zero while being in the air. We thus hypothesise that
empowerment correlates with Tegotae as PX. The player who
jumped around wildly on a long stretch might have probed
their Tegotae in a situation where they are otherwise just pas-
sively pushed forward by the game mechanics (Quote 9).
Salen and Zimmerman also deem outcome uncertainty es-
sential for meaningful play: “If the outcome of the game is
completely predetermined – then any choices a player makes
are meaningless, because they do not impact the way that the
game plays out” ([41], p. 174). Caillois [7] directly relates
outcome uncertainty to enjoyment. Empowerment measures
the consequences of a player’s action sequences, and could
thus, given a sufficiently large lookahead, quantify the player-
distinguishable game outcomes. In practice however, this
lookahead is bound by the available computational resources.
Empowerment is then restricted to the near future and captures
the richness of intermediate rather than terminal game states.
Outcome uncertainty however is also influenced by noise in
the player’s actions: it can be crucial whether a given action
leads to one distinct outcome, or to a set of different possible
outcomes with equal probability. This noise might be inherent
to the game content and rules, but it might also only exist in
the agent’s local model of the game dynamics. Our testbed is
deterministic, but players were uncertain about their reaction
times and spatial reasoning (Quote 2, 3). As an agent-centric
measure, empowerment captures both types of noise.
Empowerment & PX in HCI
These design theories are supported by empirical studies in
HCI. Abuhamdeh, Csikszentmihalyi and Jalal [1] for instance
show that greater outcome uncertainty leads to an increase in
enjoyment. This effect was mediated by suspense, which also
shows in our participant’s tension in low (Quote 17).
Perceivable control as in Tegotae is also considered an im-
portant element in many theoretical models of engagement,
e.g. cognitive absorption [2], flow [13], and immersion [23].
Some of our participants said to “be on a roll”, “zoned in” and
in “flow” (Quote 13). Nevertheless, we focus on the more
immanent relationship between empowerment and players’
perceived control. Strictly speaking, empowerment does not
directly correspond to control; it relates more to effectance,
which can be considered a part or precondition of control.
Klimmt, Hartmann and Frey define effectance as the experi-
ence of “receiving immediate, direct feedback on one’s action
and of influencing the game world” [26]. They empirically link
effectance to game enjoyment, but their experiment is limited
to situations where available actions are expected to, but do not
affect the current state. In our study, the player who exercise
their effectance by jumping wildly clearly enjoyed themselves
(Quote 9). Empowerment additionally differs from control in
that it also quantifies how the game constrains the availability
of actions, but this was not the case in RoboRunner.
The players’ perceived challenge represents the strongest
theme in our study. Challenge is an element of many PX
theories, and there is general agreement that being optimally
challenged leads to stronger enjoyment [25]. In our study,
most participants preferred low, the levels that were also gen-
erally considered more challenging. Optimal challenge is also
an element in theories of immersion [11] and flow [13], and it
might not be a coincidence that our participant said to be “in
flow” for low (Quote 13). Malone [29] has related challenge
to a player’s uncertainty, and our participants mentioned their
uncertainty in spatial reasoning when talking about challenge
(Quote 3). Poels et al. [36] show that challenge can also
trigger negative emotions such as tension, disappointment or
anger, and our study supports their claim (Quote 16 –18). Our
participants also appeared to talk more about their attention
and learning as a result of cognitive challenge (Quote 10, 14).
We finally relate empowerment to Self-Determination Theory
(SDT), a popular theory of intrinsic motivation which has
also been applied to PX [40]. SDT is formed of several sub-
theories; Cognitive Evaluation Theory highlights the critical
role of a person’s competence and autonomy in intrinsic moti-
vation. Ryan, Rigby and Przybylski [40] relate these arguably
loosely defined concepts to enjoyment in games. In-game au-
tonomy is “the degree of choice one has over the sequence of
actions, or the tasks and goals undertaken” [40]. Competence
in contrast is defined as a player’s “need for challenge and feel-
ings of effectance” [40]. We believe that empowerment relates
to autonomy in that it quantifies the availability of actions in
different game states, and relates to competence in terms of
effectance as discussed earlier.
MOVING FORWARD
Our exploratory study highlights the next steps for a strong
proof-of-concept on employing computational models of in-
trinsic motivation to predict PX. Empowerment as one partic-
ular model evokes qualitatively different PX and thus qualifies
as a candidate for future studies. However, we cannot tell
yet whether the identified relationships, e.g. between empow-
erment and challenge, will persist beyond our very minimal
testbed, and if the direction of the observed effects remains.
The most important step thus is to investigate if our approach
generalises. In our next study, we will validate the identi-
fied relationships across different game genres and reward
structures based on quantitative player feedback.
We furthermore have to discriminate the PX that empower-
ment directly relates to rather than mediating effects. Many
experiences have been described in terms of other, more fine-
grained ones, such as effectance as part of control, or different
types of challenge [15]. We have to use players’ quantitative
feedback to identify which experiences empowerment corre-
lates with strongest. We must also consider the effect of player
skill on experience. Ultimately, we want to compile a list of
intrinsic motivation models, mapped to the types of PX they
are best suited to predict in different game genres.
The accuracy of our prediction is strongly influenced by how
closely the behaviour of our AI agents resembles human play.
A truly general, human-independent predictor of PX must
be complemented with an accurate, general model of player
behaviour. We can consider the challenge of automatically pre-
dicting PX as an iterative refinement process: on the one hand,
the prediction of PX requires us to make general game-playing
agents more human-like. On the other hand, our models of
intrinsic motivation might provide insights on how players
experience and consequently act in games, which could con-
tribute to developing more human-like AI players. General
game-playing agents are not truly general yet [4], and research
on making AI agents more human-like still has some way to
go. Luckily, we can separate these two sides in the lab: for our
next study, we will record the play traces of human players,
use them as basis for our prediction, and relate the outcome to
their quantitative feedback on PX.
The experience of individual participants in our study varied
strongly within a level. In order to clearly separate experi-
mental conditions in cases where participants will unlikely
complete them, we have to ensure more homogeneity of expe-
rience within conditions. We can realise this by not collating
all motivational values into an average, but preserving the
time of experienced states and fitting the intrinsic motivation
quantities to a function, e.g. a constant. We plan to use this
time-series approach for content generation in future studies.
We have focussed on predicting a player’s typical experience
in a video game, but suggest to adopt this approach for two
more scenarios. On the one hand, we can learn a model from
the behaviour of one individual or use player persona models
[28] to predict the experience of one person or a small group
of players for the generation of custom-tailored content. On
the other hand, we can move from individual pieces of content
to analysing the entire content generator. We suggest to take
Smith and Whitehead’s concept of expressive range analysis
[47] further and calculate the “experiential range” of a given
generator, i.e. all experiences it can potentially give rise to,
given possible parameter configurations.
CONCLUSION
PCG yields many advantages for modern video games, and
we believe that assessing the player’s experience of procedu-
rally generated content represents an important and interesting
challenge for HCI research. We have argued that neither the
rigorous methods to assess PX in HCI, nor the specialised
methods developed by PCG researchers are sufficient, because
they rely on a human in the loop. We proposed to solve this
paradoxical challenge with computational models of intrinsic
motivation. We hypothesise that these models could be used
to automatically predicting PX across different games and
content types without relying on a human player or designer.
As a first step towards a proof-of-concept, we conducted a
qualitative, exploratory study in level generation based on
empowerment. A thematic analysis allowed us to identify
correlations between empowerment and challenge, involve-
ment, attention and engagement, learning and emotions. After
relating our findings to established PX theories, we think that
these experiences are more mediating effects of empower-
ment, while empowerment might be more directly related to
effectance, (outcome) uncertainty and perceived control. The
most important next step is to investigate the generality of our
claims, and the predictive power of empowerment in respect
to the identified experiences. We hope that our findings en-
courage researchers to examine the relationship between other
models of intrinsic motivation and PX. While empowerment
might be most suitable for predicting PX arising from func-
tional content [46], other models are likely to account for the
impact of decorative content [46], e.g. sounds and visuals, too.
We have motivated our approach with the tough challenges that
PCG imposes on present methods for assessing PX. However,
our proposal is not limited to PCG. We do not think that our
approach is going to match the precision of traditional HCI
instruments; nevertheless, its speed and potential flexibility
could be used in creativity support tools to quickly assess
game designers’ hand-crafted content without interrupting
their workflow, or to propose alterations to their content in a
co-creative manner [55]. This could guide designers to convey
the experiences they envisaged, and to create better games.
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